1.43 %. Using linear interpolation for fading estimation, the BER performances with L = 70, 40 and 10 are shown in the same Figure for comparison. It can be seen that, with L = 70 and 40, irreducible error floors occur at BER = 5 x 1k2 and 5 x l t 3 , respectively, whereas the proposed technique can reduce the BER to 2 x 10-4, achieving substantially better performance improvements. With L = 10, linear interpolation seems to perform better than the proposed technique, but the required bandwidth redundancy is now lo%, instead of 1.43%.
With a faster normalised fading rate of f D T = lo-*, the BER performances of the signal with L = 35, 20 and 5 are shown in Fig. 2 . It can be seen that the performances are slightly worse than in the slow fading environment of Fig. 1 . Here again, no error floor occurs under the conditions tested. The results obtained using linear interpolation are also shown for comparison. It can be seen that, with linear interpolation and L = 35 and 20, the error floors occur at BER = 5 x 1C2 and 5 x lo", respectively. If the proposed technique is used, the BERs are substantially lower. Both the results in Figs. 1 and 2 indicate that the proposed technique is a bandwidth-efficient method. In a bandwidth limited system, the proposed PSA technique is obviously better for fading estimation.
Conclusions: A bandwidth-efficient technique for use in PSA systems has been described and studied. The technique employs both data and pilot symbols to reduce the square of the estimation error. Computer simulation results have shown that, in frequency non-selective Rayleigh fading channels corrupted with AWGN, the technique requires a minimal bandwidth redundancy to transmit the pilot symbols. In a slow fading environment with foT = 5
x 1C3, the bandwidth redundancy required to transmit the pilot symbols can be reduced to as low as 1.43%. Moreover, the proposed technique achieves substantially lower error floors.
In fact, only when both multipath diversity combining and code tracking are optimised simultaneously for frequency-selective fading effects can overall receiver performance be improved. In this Letter, a technique achieving joint blind multipath diversity combining and a code tracking loop is proposed. Based on this technique, a multipath diversity combiner with the improved known modulas adaptive (KMA) algorithm operates with the modified PN code timing recovery to achieve simultaneous improvement of overall receiver performance with very low computation load. In the modified PN code timing recovery, the timing error signals are independently extracted and then effectively combined in the same fashion as that exploited in the multipath diversity combiner to achieve improved code tracking performance as well. Fig. 1 . The complex representation of the baseband signal at the output of the chip matched filter is 
Multipath diversity combining technique based on improved KMA algorithm:
The integer-instant sample stream
n=O IS fed into the multipath diversity combiner based on tne improved KMA algorithm. Assume fist that the code acquisition process has been achieved. On each arm of the multipath diversity combiner, the input samples r " , -, , m = 0, 1, ..., L -1, are cross-correlated with the local PN sequence ck-(L-I), which has been codeacquired, and then passed through the arm filter, hk, which is a lowpass fiter with bandwidth Bb comparable with the symbol rate, UTb, in order to reject effectively the PN self-noise, multiple access interference, and noise outside the bandwidth of the informationbearing symbols. The input samples x r , m = 0, 1, ..., L -1, of the improved KMA algorithm proposed here are taken from the output of the mth arm fiter h, and given as where x and * denote the correlation and convolution operators, respectively.
To achieve multipath diversity combining, a multipath diversity The effects of channel multipath fading, the carrier phase error and data modulation on the arm timing error signal, zp , can be simultaneously overcome by exploiting multipath diversity combining. Fig. 2 shows the signal constellations obtained by a multipath diversity combiner with the EKF-based estimator [2] and the proposed technique, in the case of a frequency offset AJ(l/T,) = 1W and SNR = -5dB. The multipath diversity combiner, aided by the EKF-based estimator [2] , and with the proposed technique, can track the carrier frequency offset and cluster the output signal constellation at the right position. It is also obvious that the multipath diversity combiner with the proposed technique can cluster the output signals at the right position much better than can one aided by the EKF-based estimator [2] .
Conclusion:
A technique of joint blind multipath diversity combining and code tracking is proposed in this Letter. It has been shown that this technique can accomplish multipath diversity combining in the blind mode. The simulation results show that such a technique can certainly achieve simultaneous improvement of multipath diversity combining and code tracking on frequency-selective fading channels.
